Study of Tangential Effusion Cooling of a Combustor Liner
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Abstract: Tangential effusion cooling of a combustor liner has a large difference from traditional effusion cooling on a plate. In this paper, numerical simulation is carried out to study the flow field, heat transfer characteristics and the factors affecting the cooling effectiveness of tangential effusion cooling of a combustor liner. It is found that the cooling film formed by the tangential jet is distributed in a divergent “horsetail” shape and adheres tightly to the inner wall of the liner, which increases the cooling area and effectiveness. Three different tangential inlet cooling hole arrangements and their cooling efficiencies are studied, and several important parameters that affect the cooling effectiveness are summarized. Then, an improved cooling hole arrangement is proposed, and its cooling efficiency is studied and compared with those of the original three arrangements. The results show that the new arrangement significantly improves the comprehensive cooling efficiency and decreases the wall temperature, thus confirming the effectiveness of the improved strategy and providing a theoretical basis for the subsequent cooling design to improve the cooling efficiency for a combustor liner.
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1. Introduction

The combustor is one of the three core components of a gas turbine engine. With the development of technology, the exit temperature of the combustor of an aeroengine has reached approximately 2000 K and increased continuously [1]. The combustor liner is the component in which the fuel is directly burned, which has the characteristics of a high combustion temperature and poor cooling conditions. Combustor liners are generally machined from metal materials, and the most commonly used materials for combustor liners have a long-term operating temperature lower than 1250 K [2], while the local combustion temperature in combustor liners is up to 2500 K. As liners work for a long time at such high temperatures, efficient cooling must be used to reduce the liners’ actual wall temperatures.

Currently, the most widely used cooling method in combustors is film cooling, including wiggle strips, splash-cooling rings, stacked rings, machined rings, and film cooling with augmented convection or impingement. Conventional film cooling has the disadvantages of high cooling airflow consumption, jagged temperature distribution, large temperature gradient and stress concentration. Augmented film cooling improves the cooling effect, although it requires a double-walled structure, increasing the cost and weight. In addition, there is a large difference in temperature between the two walls, which easily leads to nonuniform expansion. Transpiration cooling is the cooling use of porous material as the cooling wall. The pores in the wall comprise a large number of tiny cooling passages and provide a very large cooling surface area for the wall. In addition, air jets from the pores immediately coalesce to form a cooling film over the inner wall because of the tiny and uniform enough pores distributed over the wall. For this reason, researchers have vigorously developed transpiration cooling, which is considered to offer the most potential and efficient cooling for liners [3]. However, its practical application is limited because the porous material cannot meet the oxidation resistance requirements and the pore channels...
are easily blocked. Then, “semi-transpiration” cooling methods such as “Transply” and “Lamilloy” cooling were developed based on this concept, although their application in large combustor liners is hampered by the high manufacturing costs, difficult process control, and low mechanical strength [4].

Another practical form of transpiration cooling, namely, effusion cooling, is gaining great attention due to its good cooling effect and simplicity of implementation. Effusion cooling, also known as full-coverage air film cooling, is a cooling scheme in which a large number of small holes (generally less than 1.0 mm in diameter) are densely arranged on the wall to be cooled. Effusion cooling consumes 1/3 to 2/3 less cooling airflow than conventional film cooling, and if the hole diameter is reduced and the number of holes is increased, then it is theoretically possible to achieve an isothermal wall surface capable of reducing the surface temperature gradient by 70% compared to “Lamilloy” cooling, which is conducive to reducing the thermal stress and improving the liner’s service life [5]. Compared to conventional film cooling, effusion cooling has smaller holes and a denser hole spacing distribution. Effusion cooling is considered to be a promising cooling technology for the hot components of advanced turbine engines [6,7].

Early studies of effusion cooling focused on the effects of the inclination angle of the cooling holes on a flat plate, the thickness of the plate, and the arrangement of multiple rows of holes on the cooling efficiency. Bergeles G. [8] and Afejuku W. O. [9] studied the influence of the hole arrangement on the cooling efficiency in a certain blowing ratio range and found that the cooling effect of a double-row intersectant arrangement of holes is better than that of single-row holes and that the cooling effect of intersectant rows is better than that of aligned rows. Kadotani K. [10] and Brown A. [11] studied the influence of the mainstream turbulence intensity on the cooling characteristics and found that when the mainstream turbulence intensity is greater than 0.082, it will have a greater effect on the mixing process of the jet and the mainstream, thus affecting the distribution of the cooling efficiency. Jin Wang [12] studied the cooling efficiency for a combustor liner and the distribution of the temperature at the exit of the combustor when the inclination angle of the effusion cooling holes was 30°, 60° and 90° with numerical simulation. They found that effusion cooling can reduce the wall temperature maximum by 31.7%, and when the hole inclination angle is 30°, the cooling effectiveness is highest and the temperature distribution at the exit of the combustor is most uniform. H. Wei [13] studied the cooling effect of effusion cooling with fan-shape holes at different inclination and expansion angles and found that the inclination angle dominantly impacts the separation flow inside the hole and governs the vortex structure and the downstream film cooling effectiveness. Chao Zong [14] studied the flow field near the wall and the heat transfer characteristics of effusion cooling using the adiabatic model and the conjugate heat exchange model, and they verified the results with experimental data. It was found that the adiabatic model has difficulty in predicting the wall cooling effectiveness distribution on the inner surface of the wall and overestimates the discharge coefficient by 16.5%, although its simulation accuracy for the near-wall flow field structure is not lower than that of the conjugate heat exchange model and the film thicknesses calculated by the two models are basically the same.

In recent years, compound angles have become the focus of effusion cooling research. Goldstein [15], Chen [16] and Natsui [17] explored the influence of the compound angle on effusion cooling at different blowing ratios and found that the compound angle could effectively increase the spread of the cooling air film, correspondingly improving the cooling efficiency at high blowing ratios. Ekkad [18] and Lee [19] studied the cooling efficiencies of different coolants with different densities at large compound angles and found that coolants with lower densities have higher cooling efficiencies. Brice Michel [20] experimentally found that the cooling efficiency can greatly be enhanced by a swirling injection. They compared different injection models with the experimental results and found that the standard model has significant difficulty in predicting high-accuracy results, while the multi-perforation model has high accuracy. Walters D. K. [21–24] studied the flow mechanism of effusion holes under different compound angles and found that under
conventional injection holes without compound angles, a symmetrical counterrotating vortex pair occurs in the cross-flow region. The counterrotating vortex pair sucks the high-temperature mainstream up into the cooling jet, strengthening the mixing between the mainstream and the coolant and deteriorating the cooling effect. With the appearance of and increase in the compound angle (45°, 60° and 90°), the counterrotating vortex pair gradually becomes asymmetric. At a 90° compound angle, the counterrotating vortex pair disappears, becoming a single large vortex system structure.

The abovementioned studies of effusion cooling with compound angles basically focused on flat plate cooling, although there are large differences for a combustor liner: since a combustor liner is generally cylindrical with a large curvature, when the effusion holes have a certain compound angle, the cooling airflow will adhere to the inner wall and rotationally move forward after entering the combustor liner. The rotational motion can greatly enhance the adhesion of the coolant to the inner wall and reduce the mixing with the mainstream. Based on this effect, Chin J. [25–27] proposed tangential effusion cooling for combustor liners, which can realize a spiral motion of the cooling film against the wall and greatly enhance the cooling efficiency. Wang Tao [28] conducted a simulation study of the wall temperature of a liner with tangential effusion cooling and found that the maximum temperature rise at the liner wall is only 185 K and that the highest cooling efficiency approaches 90%. Yang Guang [29] compared the cooling efficiency for a combustor liner using conventional inclination angle effusion holes and tangential inlet effusion holes, and they found that tangential inlet effusion has a higher cooling efficiency. The highest local cooling efficiency is 0.98 at a blowing ratio of 10.4, and the average cooling efficiency for the combustor liner is 0.93. The tangential effusion structure also has better film spreading and flow uniformity.

Since the published papers on large curvature surfaces with tangential effusion cooling are very limited and their flow characteristics and cooling mechanisms have not been clearly clarified, it is necessary to further study the flow and heat transfer characteristics of tangential effusion cooling films in combustor liners to reveal the mechanism of the high efficiency of tangential effusion cooling and find methods to further improve the cooling efficiency.

2. Physical Model and Boundary Conditions
2.1. Geometry Description

The physical model of combustor liner cooling in this paper is shown in Figure 1, where $D$ is the inner diameter of the liner, $D_1$ is the inner diameter of the combustor case, and $L$ is the length of the combustor liner.

Figure 1. Schematic of the physical model.

Compared with flat plate effusion cooling with a compound angle, tangential effusion cooling of the combustor liner has a more complicated structure and a tangential angle $\gamma$, which does not exist in plate effusion cooling. The structure of the combustor liner with tangential effusion cooling holes in this paper is shown in Figure 2, where $d$ is the
diameter of the cooling holes, \( \alpha \) is the inclination angle, \( \beta \) is the compound angle, and \( \gamma \) is the tangential angle. Within the present study, \( D = 152 \text{ mm}, D_1 = 180 \text{ mm}, L = 100 \text{ mm}, \alpha = 26^\circ, \beta = 59^\circ, \gamma = 15^\circ, \) and \( d = 0.8 \text{ mm}. \)

Figure 2. Combustor liner with tangential effusion cooling holes. (a) 3D model of the combustor liner. (b) Structure and definition of the tangential effusion cooling hole.

2.2. Boundary Conditions

The inlets of both the mainstream and the secondary stream (cooling air) are “mass flow inlets”, the outlet is a “pressure outlet”, and the composition of both the mainstream and the secondary stream is air. Considering the cooling by the bypass air in a real gas turbine engine, the temperature of the combustor case is assumed to be constant; therefore, the wall of the secondary flow is set as a no-slip wall with a temperature of 800 K, and the wall of the liner is set as a coupled wall. The boundary conditions are shown in Table 1, which are based on an advanced combustor.

The liner wall material is GH5188 (Haynes 188), which is commonly applied in the aviation industry. The physical and heat transfer characteristics of GH5188 are as follows:

In the numerical calculation process, the wall temperature is first estimated from the mainstream temperature and secondary flow temperature; the thermal conductivity, specific heat capacity and other parameters under the corresponding temperature are then found in Table 2; calculations are then performed; and the results are compared with the initial given wall temperature. If the difference is greater than 3%, then the material parameters are renewed according to the calculated temperature, and the calculation is then performed again until the difference between the two adjacent calculation results is
less than 3%. At this time, the difference in the physical characteristic parameters can be ignored, and the parameters are considered to be in line with the facts.

Table 1. Parameters for the simulation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mass flow of the mainstream, $m_h$</td>
<td>898.98 g/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mainstream temperature, $T_h$</td>
<td>2000 K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mainstream total pressure, $p_h$</td>
<td>2,989,600 Pa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass flow of the secondary flow, $m_c$</td>
<td>284.16 g/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary flow temperature, $T_c$</td>
<td>840 K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary flow total pressure, $p_c$</td>
<td>3,180,400 Pa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature of the secondary flow wall</td>
<td>800 K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Physical and heat transfer characteristics of GH5188.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temperature (°C)</th>
<th>Density (g/cm³)</th>
<th>Thermal Conductivity (W/m·°C)</th>
<th>Specific Heat Capacity (J/(kg·°C))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>9.09</td>
<td>20.81</td>
<td>513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600</td>
<td></td>
<td>22.90</td>
<td>534</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>700</td>
<td></td>
<td>25.04</td>
<td>554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800</td>
<td></td>
<td>26.50</td>
<td>571</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>900</td>
<td></td>
<td>27.88</td>
<td>588</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td></td>
<td>29.06</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Mathematical and Numerical Modeling

In this study, the commercial computational fluid dynamics software ANSYS FLUENT 2021R2 is used to perform the 3D numerical simulations. The flow in this study can be considered a three-dimensional, steady-state, gravity-negligible, compressible, ideal gas flow. The control equations for the numerical simulation are represented by Equations (1)–(3).

Continuity equation:

$$\frac{\partial}{\partial x_i} (\rho u_i) = 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Momentum equation:

$$\frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} (\rho u_i u_j) = -\frac{\partial p}{\partial x_j} + \frac{\partial \tau_{ij}}{\partial x_j} + \rho g_i + F_i$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

$$\tau_{ij} = \left[ \mu \left( \frac{\partial u_i}{\partial x_j} + \frac{\partial u_j}{\partial x_i} \right) \right] - \frac{2}{3} \mu \frac{\partial u_l}{\partial x_l} \delta_{ij}$$

and energy equation:

$$\text{div} (\rho u T) = \text{div} \left( \frac{k}{c_p} \text{grad} T \right) + S_T$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

The detailed descriptions of the control equations have been shown in references [30,31].

3.1. Turbulence Model

For a high-efficiency numerical calculation, the Reynolds average method is usually used to solve the time-averaged N–S equation (RANS). To make the N–S equation closed, different assumptions are proposed; thus, different turbulence models have been developed, such as the k-ε model and k-ω model, where the k-ε model also includes the k-ε standard model, k-ε realizable model and k-ε RNG model.
Li [32] compared the numerical results of different turbulence models with the existing experimental data for a transverse jet in a crossflow, which is similar to the situation of the cooling jets from the effusion holes in the hot mainstream, and found that different turbulence models have different prediction accuracies, as shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Prediction accuracy under different turbulence models for a transverse jet in a crossflow [32].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Turbulence Model</th>
<th>Accuracy (Percent)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>k-ω SST turbulence model</td>
<td>1.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>k-ε standard</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>k-ε realizable</td>
<td>27.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>RSM—linear pressure strain</td>
<td>20.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

H. Kwon [33] summarized the accuracies of different turbulence models in several references with regard to the prediction of film cooling, and found that the average difference from the experimental data under the k-ω SST model is the least—around 7.2%. Thus, the k-ω SST model is used in this paper because of its better prediction ability for film cooling.

For the k-ω SST model, a mixing function is introduced into the boundary layer, and a damping cross-diffusion term is introduced into the ω equation. The turbulent viscosity is also modified to explain the turbulent shear force so that it has higher accuracy and a wider application environment [30]. The transport equation is shown as follows:

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial x} (\rho k u_x) = \frac{\partial}{\partial y} \left[ \Gamma_k \frac{\partial k}{\partial y} \right] + G_k - Y_k + S_k \tag{4}
\]

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial x} (\rho \omega u_x) = \frac{\partial}{\partial y} \left[ \Gamma_\omega \frac{\partial \omega}{\partial y} \right] + G_\omega - Y_\omega + D_\omega + S_\omega \tag{5}
\]

3.2. Radiation Modeling

Thermal radiation is a very important heat transfer resource for the increase in the wall temperature. The discrete ordinate (DO) model is a radiation model with relatively high computational accuracy and low resource occupation. The radiative transfer equation is presented in Equation (6), and its boundary conditions are given by Equation (7), as shown in reference [11]

\[
\nabla \cdot (I(r, \Omega)s) + (a + \sigma_s) I(r, \Omega) = a \frac{\sigma_s T^4}{\pi} + \frac{\sigma_s}{4\pi} \int_0^{4\pi} I(r, \Omega') \Psi \left( \Omega, \Omega' \right) d\Omega' \tag{6}
\]

\[
I(r_w, \Omega) = \epsilon(r_w) l_b(r_w) + [1 - \epsilon(r_w)] / \pi \int_{\Omega', \Omega < 0} I(r_w, \Omega') |\Omega\| d\Omega' \tag{7}
\]

where \( a \) is the absorption coefficient, \( I \) is the radiation intensity, \( r \) is the position vector of the traveling radiative ray, \( \Omega \) is the direction vector of the traveling radiative ray, \( \Omega' \) is the direction vector of the traveling radiative ray incident on the control volume, \( \sigma \) is the Stefan–Boltzmann constant, \( \sigma_s \) is the scattering coefficient, \( T \) is the local temperature, \( \Psi \) is the scattering phase function, \( \Omega' \) is the solid angle, \( l_b \) is the black body radiation intensity, \( \pi \) is the wall area normal vector, and \( r_w \) is the position vector on the wall.

The absorption coefficient of the mixture \( a \) can be calculated using the weighted sum of the gray gases model [34]. The absorptivity of the mixture is the weighted sum of the H\(_2\)O vapor absorptivity and CO\(_2\) absorptivity.

To accurately obtain the wall temperature, the discrete ordinate model is used in this paper.

3.3. Mesh and Independence Study

To reduce the calculation amount, a 90° sector is used for meshing and simulation. The model is meshed via fluent meshing. Since the size of the cooling holes is much smaller
than the combustor size, a refined grid is used around the cooling holes and liner wall, while a relatively coarse grid is implemented in other regions, as shown in Figure 3. The minimum orthogonal mesh quality is 0.12, which meets the quality requirements of the simulation. Because the k-ω SST model requires the y+ of the first-layer near-wall grid to be less than 2.0 [35], in this study, this first-layer near-wall grid distance is kept $y^+ \approx 1$.

![Model grid](image)

**Figure 3.** Model grid.

To validate the effect of the mesh size on the computed flow parameters, a grid independence study is conducted, as shown in Figure 4. Four meshes (Grid A—1.79 million, Grid B—2.16 million, Grid C—2.56 million, and Grid D—3.12 million) are used to carry out the simulations with identical boundary conditions. Considering the exist of very steep temperature gradient between the 2nd and 3rd rows of the cooling holes, the local temperature at the central point between the 2nd and 3rd rows is chosen for the mesh independence study. For the temperature at this point, only a 0.16% variation is found when the mesh varies from Grid B to Grid C, which is much smaller than the 6.3% variation when the mesh varies from Grid A to Grid B. To balance the calculation accuracy and computational cost, Grid B is used to perform the numerical simulations.

![Grid independence study](image)

**Figure 4.** Grid independence study.
4. Results and Analysis

4.1. Flow and Heat Transfer Characteristics of the Film

To study the flow of a cooling air jet after it enters the liner, a single hole in the wall is taken as the object of study and the pathlines from the hole are obtained, as shown in Figure 5a. For comparison, the pathlines of the flow in traditional effusion cooling of a plate obtained by Kwon [33] and Ji [36] are shown in Figure 5b,c. For the tangential effusion cooling of the combustor liner, the cooling air flows spirally against the wall and tightly adheres to the inner surface after entering the liner; thus, a cooling film tightly adhered to the wall surface can soon be formed. In addition, under the interaction with the mainstream, the cooling air flow is distributed in a divergent “horsetail” shape on the inner wall of the liner. This means that the cooling film from the hole becomes increasingly wider along the pathlines; subsequently, an increasingly larger area is cooled by the film from the hole. However, for the traditional effusion cooling of a flat plate, most of the cooling air pathlines fail to adhere to the wall surface and quickly integrate into the mainstream due to the effect of the inclination angle. This is the reason why tangential effusion cooling has a greater cooling effectiveness than the conventional inclination angle effusion cooling in reference [29].

Figure 5. Pathlines from effusion holes. (a) Pathlines from the tangential effusion cooling hole in the present study. (b) Pathlines from the conventional effusion cooling hole in the paper by Kwon [33]. (c) Pathlines from the conventional effusion cooling holes in the paper by Ji [36].

To study the heat exchange of cooling air in the hole and after entering the liner, the temperature contours through the centerline of an effusion hole are obtained, as shown in Figure 6a. For comparison, the temperature contours of conventional effusion cooling in the study by Venkatesh Vishal [37] are shown in Figure 6b. It can be found that for conventional effusion cooling (Figure 6b), intensive heat exchange with the high-temperature mainstream occurs around the cooling air jet, while for tangential effusion cooling (Figure 6a), intense heat exchange occurs only around the upper edge/lip of the cooling hole exit. This can be explained by the fact that around the upper edge/lip of the cooling hole exit, the flow is disturbed by the lip of the hole and directly contacts the high-temperature mainstream; thus, the turbulence intensity and temperature gradient of the flow here are larger than those in other places, which leads to intensive heat and mass exchange. However, at the downstream lip of the cooling hole exit, the cooling air tightly adheres to the wall and the flow is nearly not turbulent; thus, the heat and mass exchange are very slow there. Therefore, for
tangential effusion cooling, the key factor to enhance the cooling effectiveness is to find ways to reduce the heat exchange and mixing at the upper edge/lip of the cooling holes.

**Figure 6.** Contour of the total temperature near the cooling hole. (a) Tangential effusion cooling in the present study. (b) Conventional effusion cooling in the study by Venkatesh Vishal [37].

Furthermore, the contours of the temperature through the cooling holes at two different locations in the axial direction are obtained, as shown in Figure 7, where Figure 7a is the temperature contour around a hole in the 4th row and Figure 7b is the temperature contour around a hole in the 11th row. From the comparison of Figure 7a,b, it can be seen that the heat exchange at the lip of the downstream hole exit is significantly lower than that at the lip of the upstream hole exit, while the heat exchange at the exit of the 4th row hole is much more intensive than that at the exit of the 11th row hole.

**Figure 7.** Heat exchange at the upper lip of the cooling hole exit.

The turbulent kinetic energy around the cooling holes in the 4th and 11th rows is shown in Figure 8. It can be seen that there is a high turbulent kinetic energy region at the exit of the 4th row cooling hole, as shown in Figure 8a, and the value is obviously higher than that at the exit of the 11th row shown in Figure 8b. This can explain why the heat exchange at the exit of the 4th row hole is much more intensive than that of the 11th row:
due to the spiral movement and tight adhesion to the wall of the upstream cooling film, the newly formed cooling film at the downstream cooling hole is in a “compressed” state, which greatly reduces the turbulence intensity and heat exchange at the upper lip of the hole exit. Therefore, compression of the cooling film by the upstream cooling airflow as much as possible contributes to reducing the mixing of the film with the high-temperature mainstream and increasing the cooling effectiveness.

The turbulent kinetic energy around the cooling holes in the 4th and 11th rows is shown in Figure 8. It can be seen that there is a high turbulent kinetic energy region at the exit of the 4th row cooling hole, as shown in Figure 8a, and the value is obviously higher than that at the exit of the 11th row shown in Figure 8b. This can explain why the heat exchange at the exit of the 4th row hole is much more intensive than that of the 11th row: due to the spiral movement and tight adhesion to the wall of the upstream cooling film, the newly formed cooling film at the downstream cooling hole is in a “compressed” state, which greatly reduces the turbulence intensity and heat exchange at the upper lip of the hole exit. Therefore, compression of the cooling film by the upstream cooling airflow as much as possible contributes to reducing the mixing of the film with the high-temperature mainstream and increasing the cooling effectiveness.

The temperature distributions along the radial direction of the combustor near the cooling hole exit in the 4th row and near the cooling hole exit in the 11th row are quantitatively obtained, as shown in Figure 9. It is obvious from Figure 9 that the temperature gradient near the cooling hole exit in the 4th row is very large—246 K/mm—while the temperature gradient near the cooling hole exit in the 11th row is relatively small—78 K/mm. The wall temperature near the 4th row hole is approximately 1121.6 K, and the wall temperature near the 11th row hole is approximately 970.2 K. It can be seen from Figure 9 that the cooling effectiveness near the 4th row cooling hole is better than that near the 11th row cooling hole, and the wall temperature is higher than the film temperature at the exit of the cooling hole, which means that the convective heat transfer direction between the wall and the film is from the wall surface to the cooling film, while the temperature rise in the wall is mainly caused by the heat radiation from the high-temperature mainstream.
Temperature/K

![Temperature Distribution Graph](image)
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**Figure 9.** Temperature distributions along the radial direction of the combustor near the cooling hole exits in the 4th and 11th rows.

4.2. Comparative Study of the Influence of Different Cooling Hole Arrangements on the Cooling Efficiency

Based on the above study, to further compare the influence of different arrangements of tangential inlet cooling holes on the cooling efficiency and to study the interaction of films issued from different cooling holes and their influence on the cooling effectiveness, three different arrangements of cooling holes on the combustor liner are studied in this paper, as shown in Figure 10. Figure 10a shows an aligned arrangement row by row (hereinafter referred to as “arrangement a”), Figure 10b shows an arrangement staggered in a 1/2 row circumferentially (hereinafter referred to as “arrangement b”), and Figure 10c is an arrangement staggered in a 1/2 column axially (hereinafter referred to as “arrangement c”). In Figure 10, the vertical direction is axial, the left and right directions are circumferential, \( l_c \) is the circumferential spacing of the holes, and \( l_a \) is the axial spacing of the holes.

**Figure 10.** Three different arrangements for the cooling hole layout.

The same boundary conditions (as in Table 1) are adopted, and the same quantity and quality of grids are obtained for the above three models. The cooling hole diameter \( d \), inclination angle \( \alpha \), compound angle \( \beta \), tangential angle \( \gamma \), liner diameter \( D \) and other geometric parameters are all the same.

Figure 11 shows the temperature distribution on the inner wall along the axial direction of the liner under the three different cooling hole arrangements. From the figure, it can be seen that for all three arrangements, the temperature of the inner wall is very high at
the entrance (approximately 1300 K), and it then rapidly decreases from approximately 1300 K to approximately 1050 K. By the second half of the liner, the wall temperature starts to slowly drop and then remains basically constant—at approximately 1000 K for a distance near the exit. The high wall temperature near the first row of cooling holes at the entrance is mainly caused by no cooling air in the gap between the two adjacent cooling holes; thus, this area suffers from direct flushing by the high-temperature mainstream. However, behind the second row of cooling holes, the wall temperature is still approximately 1260 K. The main reason, as analyzed in Section 4.1, is that the jets from the tangential inlet cooling holes at the entrance of the liner fail to be compressed by the other cooling jets and the cooling jets poorly adhere to the inner wall, which leads to intensive heat exchange between the cooling jets and the high-temperature mainstream, reducing the cooling effect; thus, the wall temperature is high.

Figure 12 shows the distribution of the outer wall temperature along the axial direction for the three cooling hole arrangements. It can be seen from the figure that the trend of the temperature change is similar to that for the inner wall, i.e., the wall temperature rapidly decreases in the first half of the liner, while the wall temperature slightly decreases in the second half. However, a significant difference from the inner wall is that among the three different arrangements, the outer wall temperature of arrangement “a” is always higher than that of the other two arrangements, and the outer wall temperature of arrangement “c” is higher than that of arrangement “b” and lower than that of arrangement “a” in section “A” in Figure 12. In contrast, on the inner wall, the temperature in section “A” under
arrangement “c” is slightly higher than that under arrangement “a”. The main reason for this difference is that arrangement “c” with a 1/2 staggered column axially leads to the halving of the number of cooling holes in the first row so that the gap area between the holes directly flushed by the high-temperature mainstream is doubled and thus the inner wall temperature is the highest. However, the outer wall is not directly flushed by the high-temperature mainstream and is cooled by the cooling air and cooling holes on the outer wall, as well as by the axial heat conduction within the wall, resulting in the outer wall temperature not being the highest for arrangement “c”.

Figure 12. Outer wall temperature along the axial direction under the three different cooling hole arrangements.

The average temperatures of the inner and outer walls under the three cooling hole arrangements are obtained, as shown in Table 4. It can be quantified that the wall temperatures of arrangement “b” and arrangement “c” are comparable, although arrangement “c” has the lowest temperature and the best cooling effectiveness, while arrangement “a” has the highest wall temperature, i.e., the worst cooling effectiveness.

Table 4. Wall temperatures under three different cooling hole arrangements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cooling Hole Arrangement</th>
<th>Outer Wall Temperature of the Liner, K</th>
<th>Inner Wall Temperature of the Liner, K</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arrangement “a”</td>
<td>1079.36</td>
<td>1105.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrangement “b”</td>
<td>1037.39</td>
<td>1061.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrangement “c”</td>
<td>1037.20</td>
<td>1062.34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3. Analysis and Summary

Figure 13 shows a schematic of the planar expansion of the three arrangements and the direction of the jet flows from the cooling holes, where \( l_c = 7.96 \) mm and \( l_a = 7.2 \) mm.
The variance in S1 and S2, \( \sigma_\theta \), indicates that the cooling effectiveness of arrangement "b" is actually higher than that of arrangement "a", which implies that the influence of \( \bar{S}_2 \) is greater than the influence of S1 and S2. Combining the two aspects, the average comprehensive cooling efficiency of arrangement "c" is the highest, while the average comprehensive cooling efficiency of arrangement "a" is the lowest. However, for arrangement "c", the overall average comprehensive cooling efficiency is reduced by the section near the inlet because the axially staggered by a 1/2 row arrangement doubles the gap between the two adjacent holes of the first row, and the area flushed by the high-temperature mainstream is the largest, resulting in the worst cooling effectiveness on the inner wall within a certain distance from the inlet.

(a)  
(b)  

Figure 13. Cont.
Figure 13. Planar expansion of the three arrangements and the direction of the jet flows from the cooling holes.

(1) Unit cooling area of the cooling hole

The parameter $\bar{S}$ is defined as the unit cooling area of a hole in a certain arrangement, characterizing the area of a polygon enclosed by the nearest surrounding holes divided by the number of holes within the enclosed polygon, i.e., $\bar{S} = \frac{A}{n}$, where $A$ is the area enclosed between adjacent holes and $n$ is the number of adjacent nearest holes. Assuming that the amount of cooling brought to the wall by each hole is $Q$, a smaller $\bar{S}$ indicates that the same amount of cooling is distributed over a smaller area, and thus, that the cooling efficiency is higher. It can be calculated that for arrangement “a”, $\bar{S} = \frac{4l_1l_2}{\pi l_2} = 25.47 \text{ mm}^2$; for arrangement “b”, $\bar{S} = \frac{3l_1l_2}{\pi l_2} = 24.56 \text{ mm}^2$; and for arrangement “c”, $\bar{S} = \frac{3l_1l_2}{\pi l_2} = 24.56 \text{ mm}^2$. It can be concluded that the cooling efficiencies of arrangements “b” and “c” are higher than that of arrangement “a”, while the cooling efficiencies are comparable for arrangements “b” and “c” when only the effect of this factor is considered.

(2) Interaction between the upstream and downstream jets

Since the tangential angle is 15 degrees, it can be seen from Figure 13 that the flow distributions of the cooling jets under different arrangements are very different. The distances between the upstream jet and the two adjacent downstream jets are defined as $S_1$ and $S_2$, respectively. $S_1$ and $S_2$ characterize the cooling of the upstream jet in the gap between the downstream cooling holes and the overall uniformity of the cooling jet distribution. The closer $S_1$ is to $S_2$, the more uniform the overall jet distribution, the more adequately the upstream jet cools the gap between the downstream cooling holes, and thus, the higher the cooling efficiency. When the deflection of the jet affected by the mainstream is neglected, $S_1$ and $S_2$ can be calculated based on the arrangement and the tangential angle $\gamma$. In fact, the flow direction of the jet will be deflected by the mainstream, although this simplified calculation is reasonable considering that all the rows of jets will be deflected and the deflection between two adjacent rows will not change very much.

For arrangement “a”, the jets from adjacent holes are very nonuniformly distributed, as shown in Figure 13a. The distance between jet 1 and jet 2—$S_1$, the distance between jet 2 and jet 3—$S_2$, and the variance in $S_1$ and $S_2 = \sigma^2$ can be calculated as follows:
“b” is the lowest, although considering the influence of the two factors, “compression” effect, as analyzed in Section 3.1, makes the downstream cooling jets more thicker and more effective, the comprehensive cooling efficiency is highest in the area where high-temperature mainstream at the upper lips of the hole exits, making the cooling film downstream cooling jets lowers the heat exchange between the cooling airflow and the ment “c” are more uniformly distributed and the effective “compression “ effect on the efficiency can be better explained, i.e., because the jets from the adjacent holes in arrange-in the worst cooling effectiveness on the inner wall within a certain distance from the inlet. For arrangement “c”, the jets from two adjacent holes are more uniformly distributed, as shown in Figure 13b. The distance between jet 1 and jet 2 in arrangements “a” and “b” is larger, especially in jet 1 and jet 3 in arrangements “a” and “b”, where $S_{1}$ is the smallest, i.e., they are the closest to each other, and the jets from the two adjacent upstream holes flow through the sides of the adjacent downstream hole, forming a better “compression” effect on the jet from the downstream cooling hole. This “compression” effect, as analyzed in Section 3.1, makes the downstream cooling jets more tightly adhere to the inner wall, which can effectively reduce the mixing of the cooling film with the high-temperature mainstream and enhance the cooling effectiveness of the film. The difference between $S_{1}$ and $S_{2}$ in arrangements “a” and “b” is larger, especially in arrangement “b”, where $S_{2}$ is nine times larger than $S_{1}$. If we simply look at the magnitude of the variance in $S_{1}$ and $S_{2}$, then the cooling effectiveness of arrangement “c” is the highest and the cooling effectiveness of arrangement “b” is the lowest, although considering the influence of the two factors, 3 and the variance in $S_{1}$ and $S_{2}$, the cooling effectiveness of arrangement “b” is actually larger than that of arrangement “a”, indicating that the cooling effect influence of 3 is greater than the influence of $S_{1}$ and $S_{2}$. Combining the two above aspects, the average comprehensive cooling efficiency of arrangement “c” is the highest, while the average comprehensive cooling efficiency of arrangement “a” is the lowest. However, for arrangement “c”, the overall average comprehensive cooling efficiency is reduced by the section near the inlet because the axially staggered by a 1/2 row arrangement doubles the gap between the two adjacent holes of the first row, and the area flushed by the high-temperature mainstream is the largest, resulting in the worst cooling effectiveness on the inner wall within a certain distance from the inlet. From the above analysis, the temperature distribution and comprehensive cooling efficiency can be better explained, i.e., because the jets from the adjacent holes in arrangement “c” are more uniformly distributed and the effective “compression “ effect on the downstream cooling jets lowers the heat exchange between the cooling airflow and the high-temperature mainstream at the upper lips of the hole exits, making the cooling film thicker and more effective, the comprehensive cooling efficiency is highest in the area where

\[
S_{1} = \sin 15^\circ \times (4l_c - \cot 15^\circ \times l_d) = 1.286 \text{ mm}
\]

\[
S_{2} = \sin 15^\circ \times (\cot 15^\circ \times l_d - 3l_c) = 0.774 \text{ mm}
\]

\[
\sigma^2 = \frac{(S_{1} - \frac{S_{1} + S_{2}}{2})^2 + (S_{2} - \frac{S_{1} + S_{2}}{2})^2}{2} = 0.06555
\]

For arrangement “b”, the jets from two adjacent holes are also not uniformly distributed, as shown in Figure 13b. The distance between jet 1 and jet 2 $S_{1}$, the distance between jet 2 and jet 3 $S_{2}$, and the variance in $S_{1}$ and $S_{2}$ $\sigma^2$ can be calculated as follows:

\[
S_{1} = \sin 15^\circ \times (3.5l_c - \cot 15^\circ \times l_d) = 0.256 \text{ mm}
\]

\[
S_{2} = \sin 15^\circ \times (\cot 15^\circ \times l_d - 2.5l_c) = 1.804 \text{ mm}
\]

\[
\sigma^2 = \frac{(S_{1} - \frac{S_{1} + S_{2}}{2})^2 + (S_{2} - \frac{S_{1} + S_{2}}{2})^2}{2} = 0.59918
\]

For arrangement “c”, the jets from two adjacent holes are more uniformly distributed, as shown in Figure 13c. The distance between jet 1 and jet 2 $S_{1}$, the distance between jet 2 and jet 3 $S_{2}$, and the variance in $S_{1}$ and $S_{2}$ $\sigma^2$ can be calculated as follows:

\[
S_{1} = \sin 15^\circ \times \left(\frac{\cot 15^\circ \times l_d}{2} - l_c\right) = 1.417 \text{ mm}
\]

\[
S_{2} = \sin 15^\circ \times (4l_c - \cot 15^\circ \times l_d) = 1.286 \text{ mm}
\]

\[
\sigma^2 = \frac{(S_{1} - \frac{S_{1} + S_{2}}{2})^2 + (S_{2} - \frac{S_{1} + S_{2}}{2})^2}{2} = 0.00429
\]
the cooling film is fully developed. However, in arrangement “c”, the number of cooling holes in the first row is halved due to the 1/2 column axial staggering, thus doubling the gap area between the two holes and the area directly flushed by the high-temperature mainstream, resulting in high temperatures and a low cooling efficiency at the entrance.

Therefore, in the next step, to achieve a higher overall comprehensive cooling efficiency, the number of cooling holes in the first and second rows near the entrance can be appropriately densified, while the cooling holes of other areas are arranged in an axially staggered 1/2 column arrangement, such as in arrangement “c”.

4.4. Improved Cooling Hole Arrangement

In view of the comparison and analysis in Sections 4.2 and 4.3, the improved arrangement with doubled cooling holes in the first and second rows based on arrangement “c” is obtained, as shown in Figure 14.

Figure 14. Schematic of the improved arrangement.

Adopting the same boundary conditions and model settings as in the above calculation cases in Section 4.2, the calculation results are obtained. Figure 15 shows the contours of the inner wall temperature obtained with the improved arrangement (hereinafter referred to as arrangement “d”) and the comparison with the original three arrangements. It is obvious that the improved arrangement has the lowest inner wall temperature overall. In particular, the wall temperature substantially decreases over a certain distance from the inlet compared with the original three arrangements.

The distribution of the comprehensive cooling efficiency ($\eta = \frac{t_b - t_w}{t_b - t_c}$, where $T_w$ is the temperature of the outer wall) along the axial direction of the liner wall for the various cooling hole arrangements can be obtained by taking the centerline between two adjacent columns of cooling holes in the axial direction of the outer wall as the object of study, and the points on the centerline can basically represent the worst cooling effectiveness points of the liner wall. Figure 16 shows the distribution of the comprehensive cooling efficiency along the axial direction for the improved arrangement and the comparison with the original three arrangements. Within a long distance from the liner entrance, i.e., section “A” in Figure 15, the comprehensive cooling efficiency of arrangement “c” is lower than that of arrangement “b”. However, after optimization, the comprehensive cooling efficiency for the liner wall is greatly improved and higher than that of arrangement “b”. In Figure 15, in section “B”, the comprehensive cooling efficiency of arrangement “d” slowly grows but is still higher than that of the other arrangements before optimization, while in section “C”, i.e., approximately 15 mm from the exit, the cooling efficiency after optimization begins to slowly drop and becomes lower than that in arrangement “c”. The main reason is that
after optimization, the number of cooling holes in the front section of the combustor liner increases, while the amount of cooling air entering the liner from the back section of the liner decreases under the same overall cooling airflow, resulting in lower cooling efficiency in section “C”.

Figure 14. Schematic of the improved arrangement.

Adopting the same boundary conditions and model settings as in the above calculation cases in Section 4.2, the calculation results are obtained. Figure 15 shows the contours of the inner wall temperature obtained with the improved arrangement (hereinafter referred to as arrangement “d”) and the comparison with the original three arrangements. It is obvious that the improved arrangement has the lowest inner wall temperature overall. In particular, the wall temperature substantially decreases over a certain distance from the inlet compared with the original three arrangements.

Figure 15. Temperature contours of the inner wall under the improved arrangement and the original three arrangements. (a) Arrangement “a”, (b) Arrangement “b”, (c) Arrangement “c”, (d) Arrangement “d”.

The distribution of the comprehensive cooling efficiency (\( \eta = \frac{T_w - T_{ref}}{T_{wall} - T_{ref}} \), where \( T_w \) is the temperature of the outer wall) along the axial direction of the liner wall for the various cooling hole arrangements can be obtained by taking the centerline between two adjacent columns of cooling holes in the axial direction of the outer wall as the object of study, and the points on the centerline can basically represent the worst cooling effectiveness points of the liner wall. Figure 16 shows the distribution of the comprehensive cooling efficiency along the axial direction for the improved arrangement and the comparison with the original three arrangements. Within a long distance from the liner entrance, i.e., section “A” in Figure 15, the comprehensive cooling efficiency of arrangement “c” is lower than that of arrangement “b”. However, after optimization, the comprehensive cooling efficiency for the liner wall is greatly improved and higher than that of arrangement “b”. In Figure 15, in section “B”, the comprehensive cooling efficiency of arrangement “d” slowly grows but is still higher than that of the other arrangements before optimization, while in section “C”, i.e., approximately 15 mm from the exit, the cooling efficiency after optimization begins to slowly drop and becomes lower than that in arrangement “c”. The main reason is that after optimization, the number of cooling holes in the front section of the combustor liner increases, while the amount of cooling air entering the liner from the back section of the liner decreases under the same overall cooling airflow, resulting in lower cooling efficiency in section “C”.

Figure 16. Comparison of the comprehensive cooling efficiencies for the liner wall under the improved cooling hole arrangement and the original three arrangements.

The average temperatures of the inner and outer walls under the improved arrangement are obtained and compared with those under the three arrangements before optimization, as shown in Figure 17. It is obvious that after optimization, the average temperatures of the inner and outer walls of the liner are substantially lower
than those for any of the other arrangements before optimization, which reflects the effectiveness of the improved method.

![Graph showing temperature comparisons](image)

**Figure 17.** Comparison of the average inner and outer wall temperatures under the improved cooling hole arrangement and the original three arrangements.

The distributions of the wall temperatures on the inner wall and outer wall under the four arrangements are shown in Figure 18. It can be seen that the temperatures of the inner and outer walls in the first half of the liner under the improved arrangement “d” have been sharply decreased comparing to the base arrangement “c”, and they are also substantially lower than those of the other arrangements. The maximum local temperature is decreased from 1330 K to 1235 K, which is already lower than the long-term operating limited temperature of nickel-based high-temperature alloys, such as GH5188.

![Graph showing temperature axial coordinates](image)

**Figure 18.** Cont.
5. Conclusions

Based on the above research and analysis, the following conclusions can be reached:

1. For the tangential effusion cooling, the cooling jet flows spirally onwards and tightly adheres to the inner surface after entering the liner, and it is then distributed in a divergent “horsetail” shape on the inner wall of the liner. For the traditional effusion cooling of a flat plate, most of the cooling jets quickly integrate into the mainstream.

2. For the tangential effusion cooling, intensive heat and mass exchange occur mainly at the zone around the upper edge/lip of the cooling hole exit. An appropriate arrangement of cooling holes could make the cooling jet tightly “compressed” by the upstream jets, which reduces the turbulence intensity around the cooling jets, thus reducing the heat and mass exchange between the cooling jets and mainstream, and increasing the cooling effectiveness.

3. The temperature of the liner wall near a cooling hole is higher than the temperature of the cooling film formed on the inner wall surface, indicating that for this type of cooling, the increase in the liner wall temperature mainly comes from the radiation heat transfer from the high-temperature mainstream, and the convective heat transfer direction between the wall and the cooling film is from the wall to the film.

4. Three different arrangements of cooling holes are compared, and the unit cooling area of a hole $S$ is defined. It is found that $S$ and the distances between an upstream jet and the downstream adjacent jets $S_1$ and $S_2$ have a great influence on the cooling efficiency. The axially staggered 1/2 column arrangement has the highest comprehensive cooling efficiency due to the smallest $S$ and the smallest variance in $S_1$ and $S_2$.

5. Based on the theoretical analysis and comparative studies, the cooling hole arrangement is improved based on the axially staggered 1/2 column arrangement (arrangement “c”), i.e., the first and second rows of cooling holes are doubled. The calculation results show that this improvement method significantly increases the cooling efficiency for the liner wall without increasing the flow rate of the cooling air, and the maximum local temperature is decreased from 1330 K to 1235 K, which is already lower than the long-term operating limited temperature of nickel-based high-temperature alloys, such as GH5188.
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Nomenclature

- $D$: Inner diameter of the combustor liner, mm
- $D_1$: Inner diameter of the combustor case, mm
- $T$: Temperature, K
- $V$: Velocity, m/s
- $a$: Inclination angle
- $\gamma$: Tangential angle
- $l_a$: Axial spacing of holes
- $n$: Number of adjacent nearest holes
- $S_1$: Distance between an upstream cooling jet and an adjacent downstream cooling jet
- $\sigma^2$: Variance in $S_1$ and $S_2$
- $L$: Length of the combustor liner, mm
- $m$: Mass flow rate, kg/s
- $P$: Total pressure, Pa
- $d$: Diameter of effusion holes, mm
- $\beta$: Compound angle
- $l_c$: Circumferential spacing of holes
- $A$: Area enclosed between adjacent holes
- $\mathcal{S}$: Unit cooling area of a hole
- $S_2$: Distance between an upstream cooling jet and the other adjacent downstream cooling jet

Subscripts

- $w$: Wall
- $h$: Hot
- $c$: Cold
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